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Top 10 Amazon Horror Best-seller!

'I've never been so scared by a story. This kept me up at night for days. True horror!', ' The single greatest
horror story I have ever read', 'I had to stop just to catch my breath', 'Absolutely loved this story. Super
creepy, and such incredible detail. Could not stop reading', 'Absolutely captivating from start to finish'.

- The readers of Creepypasta.com, Wattpad.com and NoSleep.

Stranded for the night in a remote village, a writer takes refuge in a small inn, warming himself by the fire
with a bottle of wine, waiting for the morning. When he is joined by another of the inn's guests, he is
captivated and shocked by the superstitious tale he hears; of a place which looms large nearby, where things
which should not be walk at night, and of a shadow which casts its foul darkness on all below.

Prepare for the terror which awaits you, 'On a Hill'...

AUTHOR'S NOTE: Please be aware that this story is a horror novella of around 60 pages long in terms of a
standard paperback.
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From reader reviews:

Patricia McGuire:

The book On a Hill gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your
capable a lot more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make studying a book On a Hill being your habit, you can get a lot more
advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all subjects. You may
know everything if you like start and read a guide On a Hill. Kinds of book are several. It means that, science
book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this book?

Adam Youngblood:

Often the book On a Hill will bring you to the new experience of reading the book. The author style to
elucidate the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book you just read, this book very suited to you.
The book On a Hill is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-book from your official
web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Sandra Jordon:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, quick story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not attempting On a Hill that give your fun
preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be said as
the way for people to know world far better then how they react towards the world. It can't be said constantly
that reading addiction only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to end up being success
person. So , for all of you who want to start examining as your good habit, you could pick On a Hill become
your current starter.

Valarie Chamberlin:

In this particular era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more
important than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple method to have that. What
you have to do is just spending your time very little but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of
the books in the top collection in your reading list is actually On a Hill. This book that is certainly qualified
as The Hungry Inclines can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking way up and review
this book you can get many advantages.
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